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30% off Supercars and Ford Categories* 
 
Use code EOFY30 at check out to redeem discount on eligible Supercars and Ford products. Offer 
valid to Wednesday 30th June 2021 11.59pm AEST, while stocks last.  
  
EOFY30 Terms and Conditions: 
 
*Code only applicable to items within the Categories “SUPERCARS” and “FORD”. Excludes Pre 
Orders, Bundles and already reduced items. 
 
This code cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer.  

 
40% off Formula 1 and MotoGP Categories* 
 
Use code EOFY40 at check out to redeem discount on eligible Formula 1 and MotoGP 
products. Offer valid to Wednesday 30th June 2021 11.59pm AEST, while stocks last.  
  
EOFY40 Terms and Conditions: 
 
*Code only applicable to items within the Categories “F1” and “MOTOGP”. Excludes Pre Orders, 
Bundles and already reduced items. 
 
This code can be used in conjunction with AUTO30, but not with any other offer. Code can be 
redeemed as many times as you would like.  

 

30% off Automotive Category* 
 
Use code AUTO30 at check out to redeem discount on eligible Automotive products. Offer valid to 
Wednesday 30th  June 2021 11.59pm AEST, while stocks last.  
  
AUTO30 Terms and Conditions: 
 
*Code only applicable to items within the Category “AUTOMOTIVE”. Excludes pre orders, 
Walkinshaw Performance Parts, Bundles and already reduced items. 
 
This code can be used in conjunction with EOFY40, but not with any other offer. Code can be 
redeemed as many times as you would like.  
 
 

 
Please note, any full price item purchased with a discount code alters how our exchanges and 
returns policy applies to these items. Please ensure you are aware of this prior to completing 
purchase.  
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If you do not apply the discount code when making your purchase, this is not redeemable post 
purchase. It must be applied at time of making the purchase to redeem. 
 

 
Offers are only available while stocks last. Please note we do our best to ensure that the store is 
kept as up-to-date and accurate as possible during the promotion. There may be instances where 
items have sold out and we have not been able to update the website. If this occurs, we do appreciate 
your patience and understanding, we apologise for any inconvenience this may cause and will 
endeavour to rectify your order with an alternative item.  

Click here to continue shopping: www.motorsportsuperstore.com.au   

http://www.motorsportsuperstore.com.au/

